Background {#Sec1}
==========

Gene functions of eukaryotic genomes including DNA replication, DNA repair, recombination, and transcription occur in the context of chromatin. Nucleosomes are the units of the primary level of chromatin structure. An octamer that contains two of each of the four histones H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 constitutes the protein core of each nucleosome, and its nucleic acid component consists of 147 bp of dsDNA wrapped around the surface of the protein core. Consecutive nucleosomes are separated approximately by 60 bp of DNA \[[@CR1]--[@CR4]\]. The nucleosome histones are subject to covalent post-translational modifications, the most frequent of which are methylations and acetylations \[[@CR5]--[@CR7]\]. The modifications generally occur at specific amino acid residues within the "tail" domains of the histones which are positioned at the N-terminus of the proteins and which are exposed and are protease sensitive, suggesting availability for interactions with other proteins \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\]. The histone modifications may affect genomic functions by inducing changes in chromatin structure or by influencing interactions with proteins involved in genomic functions \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\]. The term "histone code" emphasizes the proposal that the modifications have important biological consequences \[[@CR13]--[@CR15]\]. The letters of the code include the multitude of known histone modifications and the positions of respective nucleosomes with relation to genomic regions of interest. Clearly, the code may be complex and may make use of several modifications at multiple positions. Among the various genomic functions, the potential consequences on transcription have been studied most widely \[[@CR5], [@CR16]--[@CR18]\]. Here too, we aimed to identify the most informative correspondence between pattern of histone modifications and transcription using the Classification and Regression Tree)CART( \[[@CR19]\] and the exhaustive Multifactorial Dimensionality Reduction (MDR) methods \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\]. Unlike some earlier studies wherein transcription levels were studied on a continuous scale, gene transcription activity in this study was considered as a binary property of being on (active) or off (inactive) \[[@CR22]\]. In order to classify genes as active or inactive, a protocol for designating a value threshold was developed.

While CART and MDR are both combinatorial based data mining methods designed to handle large volumes of data, neither has been used previously to establish a relationship between histone modification patterns and gene transcription activity. CART and MDR both create novel informative attributes based on data from multiple discrete attributes. CART uses a tree-based algorithm to create a tree in which each node splits into two offspring nodes based on parameters under investigation and a binary response to a question; the more closely nodes are positioned to the root of the tree, the more important are their effects \[[@CR23]\]. Here, the parameters under investigation were histone modifications at specific positions of genes and the question is whether a gene is active or inactive. The tree-based algorithm dictates that modification combinations created at new nodes necessarily include all upper level modifications; this feature of CART precludes consideration of all potential combinations of histone modifications. MDR uses a non-parametric algorithm wherein correlations between all possible combinations of modifications and gene activity status are considered when assessing the most informative combination of a specified number of modifications \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\]. Compared to CART, MDR is a more thorough protocol, but also more time consuming. Genome wide histone modifications and transcription data from human CD4+ T-cells were investigated in a two-step study protocol. First, we aimed to identify interactions among histone modifications that were potentially informative with respect to gene activity using a portion of the CD4+ T-cell data. Secondly, having predicted potentially meaningful interactions, we went on to test their accuracy rate for predicting gene activity status. Finally, the results obtained data from CD4 + T- cells were applied to three other human cell lines.

Our findings suggest that data on two modifications at four nucleosome sized gene regions provide maximum power for prediction of gene activity in CD4+ T- cells, and that knowledge of presence or absence of the single modification H2BK5ac at four gene regions reveals almost the same amount of information. Taking into account results on all cell lines studied, the potential significance of H2BK5ac at various transcription start proximal sites is suggested. These findings beg additional research to learn how H2BK5ac may exert its effects. Additionally, it has empirical significance because it allows prediction on whether a gene is transcribed or not transcribed by analysis of status of a single type of histone modification. To the best of our knowledge, this option was not evidenced in results of earlier studies on relation between histone modifications and gene transcription \[[@CR22]\].

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Genome-wide maps of histone modifications in human CD4+ T-cells, which to the best of our knowledge represent the most thorough analysis of histone modifications in human cells, were used in this study. The maps were obtained using the chromatin immunoprecipitation-sequencing protocol (ChIP-Seq) \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\]. Antibodies used for histone modifications were prepared in rabbits. The modifications analysed included 20 methylations and 18 acetylations. Presence of the histone variant H2AZ was also considered and was regarded the 39^th^ modification. The data were downloaded from the Human Histone Modification Database (HHMD; <http://202.97.205.78/hhmd/Download.jsp>) \[[@CR28]\]. For data presentation, the genome was divided into 200 bp bins, each bin considered a single genomic region; ChIP signals (i.e. tag counts) for each of the modifications in each of the bins were recorded. These data were transformed into an m × n matrix (MATRIX 1), where m is the index of genomic regions and n is constituted by the 39 histone modifications. Cells within the matrix were occupied by 0 or 1 depending, respectively, on whether the value of the reported ChIP-seq signal pertaining to a designated modification in a designated gene region was, 0 or a value \>0. For all modifications, the reported ChIP signals at various gene regions was usually either 0 or 1, but occasionally values of several hundred were also reported. Because the very rare positions with very high signals in even one gene would skew and confound our results, we resorted to using the binary status of presence or absence of modification. This was represented in the matrix, respectively, by values of 1 or 0. Additionally, ChIP-seq data for chromatin of CD4+ T-cells using non-specific goat (GEO: GSM393954) and rabbit IgG (GEO: GSM393955) antibodies were mapped to the chromosomes \[[@CR29]\]. The sequence tags obtained with this data served as control. Gene expression data from 78 human CD4+ T-cell samples from 14 studies (GEO: GSE9927 \[[@CR30]\], GSE14789 \[[@CR31]\], GSE12079 \[[@CR32]\], GSE16461 \[[@CR33]\], GSE14278 \[[@CR34]\], GSE25087 \[[@CR35]\], GSE14924 \[[@CR36]\], GSE6338 \[[@CR37]\], GSE22045 \[[@CR38]\], GSE26928 \[[@CR38]\], GSE28490 \[[@CR39]\], GSE28491 \[[@CR39]\], GSE28726 \[[@CR39]\], and GSE31773 \[[@CR40]\]) were obtained from the Gene Expression Omnibus site (GEO; <http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/>). Only data from normal untreated cells were downloaded. All the data were derived using the Affymetrix Gene Chip GPL570 platform which addresses 18,729 genes (Affymetrix Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array; Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA). Gene expression data from each file were normalized by application of the Robust Multi-array Average(RMA) algorithm, and normalized signals for each gene on the 78 files were averaged \[[@CR41]\]. Pearson's correlation coefficients for the 78 datasets were calculated.

Frequency of various histone modifications at transcription initiation and termination sites of genes with different transcription levels {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Initially, the 18,729 genes queried on the expression chips were grouped into 19 consecutive groups based on the averaged transcription value levels of the genes; each group contained 985 or 986 genes. The number of gene groups (19) represents a broad range of transcription levels. All 39 histone modifications were analysed. Consecutive 200 bp regions along the length of each chromosome were considered genomic regions. Transcription start site (TSS) and transcription termination site (TTS) for each of the 18,729 genes were defined according to Build GRCh36.3 of the human genome sequence (<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/>). The 200 bp region containing the TSS and TTS sites of each gene were designated, respectively, the TSS and TTS gene region of the gene. Presence or absence of the modifications in five localities that together are expected to encompass 24 gene regions were considered for each gene: transcription start site (TSS), 2000 bp (10 gene regions) upstream of TSS (TSS-1 to TSS-10), 400 bp downstream of TSS (TSS + 1 and TSS + 2), site of transcription termination (TTS), and 2000 bp (10 gene regions) downstream of endpoint of transcription (TTS + 1 -- TTS + 10) (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1). For each histone modification, a graph was plotted to show its occurrence frequency at the transcription start site (TSS) of genes within each of the 19 group of genes. Similar graphs were plotted for the transcription termination site (TTS). Data obtained from non-specific goat and rabbit antibodies were also plotted. Occurrence frequencies of modifications at TSS and TTS rather than at multiple or all positions simultaneously were considered because it was possible that unequal distribution of occurrence frequencies at different positions would cancel each other and thus preclude identification of an informative modification at a particular gene region. TSS and TTS gene regions were analysed because they are landmarks of the transcription process. The occurrence frequency of each modification for each group (F~g~; g = 1--19) was defined as the number of occurrences of that modification in the genes of that group (N~g~; g = 1--19) divided by number of occurrences of the modification in all genes of all groups (N~all~)."$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Identification of correlations between histone modification patterns and transcription of genes using CART and MDR {#Sec4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Analysis with CART and MDR were performed, respectively, using MATLAB and publicly available software (<http://www.multifactordimensionalityreduction.org/>) \[[@CR42]\]. Using data from MATRIX 1, a new 936 by 6000 matrix (MATRIX 2) was prepared that included the (0/1) status of each of the 39 histone modifications at each of the 24 nucleosomes (39 × 24 = 936) of each of 6000 genes (Additional fie 1: Figure S1). The 6000 genes included the 3000 with the highest averaged expression value and the 3000 with the lowest. The former and latter, respectively, were considered active and inactive genes; gene activity was thus considered a discrete parameter. Based on empirical data on 43 human tissues, at least 36% and at most 55% of human genes are expressed in any tissue \[[@CR43]\]. 3000 (\~16% of 18,729 genes queried on chips) was thus considered a conservative number of genes expressed in any one cell type. Selection of a yet smaller number of genes may have limited our analysis to only very highly expressed genes. A table that listed the 6000 genes and their activity status (active/inactive) was prepared, and submitted to CART along with MATRIX 2. Matrices based on non-specific goat and rabbit antibody data were also submitted. CART produced trees with variable number of nodes. CART analyses with the 6000 genes were done in order to establish a threshold value for classification of each of the 18,729 genes in the gene expression data as active or inactive as described below. Subsequently, 24 separate analyses, one for each of the gene regions, were performed. For each of these, data on the presence (1) or absence (0) of each of the 39 histone modifications at the respective gene region of all the 18,729 genes, along with the threshold based activity status of the genes were submitted to CART. Finally, an analysis similar to the one described for each of the single gene regions alone was performed using modification data on all 24 gene regions of half of the 18,729 genes (train set of genes), and results were used to predict activity of the remaining half (test set of genes). From these analyses, the most informative histone modification pattern at all candidate gene regions, as well as the pattern at each of the 24 regions that best distinguished active and inactive genes were derived. (See flow chart in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2). MDR analyses of each of the 24 gene regions of the 6000 genes that included the 3000 with the highest and the 3000 with the lowest expression levels were also performed. The results of these analyses were compared with the results of CART analyses. Finally, Support Vector Machine (SVM) analysis was performed using data pertaining to all 39 modifications at the gene regions of all 18,792 genes. SVM is an established supervised machine learning based protocol that can be used for data classification \[[@CR44]\]. The details of the protocols used are clarified below.

CART analysis in three additional human cell lines {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------

Capacity of H2BK5ac to predict gene activity in a binary fashion was tested on data from three additional human cell lines: IMR-90 (a fetal lung fibroblast cell line), hESC-h1 (an embryonic stem cell line), and MSC (a mesenchymal stem cell line) (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1). These cell lines were chosen because genome wide histone modification data that included H2BK5ac and genome wide expression data were available for them. Analysis protocols similar to those used for CD4+ T-cells were used. Briefly, the ChromHMM binary package was applied to achieve a 0/1 binary classification for each of the histone modifications. The raw histone modification data for these cell lines did not contain a predominance of zero values. ChromHMM is an automated computational system based on a multivariant hidden Markov model that was developed for learning chromatin states and characterizing their biological functions \[[@CR45]\]. Subsequently, a threshold for classification of active genes was derived for each cell line using expression data on 1/6 of genes with highest expression values and 1/6 of genes with lowest expression values. The threshold was used for classification of all genes as either active or inactive. Finally, status of the histone modifications on the 24 gene regions of 50% of genes chosen randomly (train set of genes) along with their threshold based predicted gene activity status were submitted to CART. The tree derived was used to predict gene activity status of the remaining 50% of genes (test set of genes). Prediction accuracy frequency was defined as the percent of correspondence between gene activity status based on threshold values and gene activity status based on the derived CART tree.

Results {#Sec6}
=======

Correlation between the 78 CD4+ T-cell gene expression data {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The gene expression data from the 78 human CD4+ T-cell samples correlated quite well, thus justifying use of averaged normalized values. Pearson's correlation coefficient for 90.64% of the comparisons was higher than 0.80, and 0.63 was the lowest correlation coefficient obtained. The *P* value for the correlations was \<0.0001.

Frequency of various histone modifications at transcription initiation and termination sites of genes with different transcription levels {#Sec8}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The distribution of frequencies of various histone modifications at the TSS (Transcription Start Site) and TTS (Transcription Termination site) in the 19 groups of genes grouped on the basis of log2 levels of gene transcription value are shown in Fig. [1a, b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. In Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3, the distributions for each of the modifications at the TSS and TTS are shown separately. This preliminary analysis was performed in order to detect an obvious correlation that may exist between a specific histone modification and gene activity. An overall comparison of curves for TSS and TTS in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} suggests greater variation in the frequencies of various acetylation modifications at TSS among gene groups with different levels of expression. As compared to TSS curves, TTS curves tend to have shallower slopes and often approach a horizontal line. At least 27 modifications at TSS, including all acetylations except H3K14ac, were associated with increased gene activity. Only three modifications at TSS showed association with decreased activity. The distribution of frequencies of nine modifications at TSS showed little or no correlation with gene activity. From Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3, it is evident that H3K79me3, H3K79me2, H2BK5ac, H3K27me2, H3K27me3, and H3K9me3 at TSS are among the modifications with frequencies best associated with levels of transcription. The occurrence frequencies of the first three modifications were relatively high in groups of genes with relatively higher levels of expression, and declined in groups with lower levels of expression. H3K27me2, H3K27me3, and H3K9me3 showed the opposite pattern. These results were the first indication that H2BK5ac is among the modifications strongly associated with gene activity levels. The various histone modification curves nearly converged at a frequency that was close to the random expected frequency (1/19 = 0.053) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The convergence is more blurred at TTS as compared to TSS. The point of convergence can be considered a transition point. Clearly, this transition point is most biologically informative for those modifications that crossed it with the largest slope; these are the modifications identified above. With respect to gene activity, the gene groups were distributed approximately equally to the left and right of the transition point.Fig. 1Frequencies of histone modifications at TSS and TTS of genes with different transcription levels. **a** TSS **b** TTS. Each curve is defined by 19 points, one for each of 19 gene groups; each group consists of approximately 1000 genes grouped on the basis of levels of transcription values. The 39 histone modifications are distinguished by color. Data on control nonspecific goat and rabbit antibodies are also presented

Establishment of criterion for assessment of active genes and classification of the 18,729 genes as active or inactive {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

One to seven node CART (Classification and Regression Tree) trees for distinguishing between histone modifications patterns of the 3000 most active and 3000 most inactive genes were generated. When the histone modification patterns on the 24 gene regions was substituted by goat and rabbit immunoglobulin binding data, CART was unable to generate a seven node tree or smaller trees with a *P* value of \<0.05. The 18,729 genes were then ordered in sequence of decreasing averaged normalized expression values, and each gene was given an index of +1 or -1 based, respectively, on presence or absence of the histone modification pattern generated in each of the seven CART trees. In other words, the designations were performed seven times. To establish the most parsimonious histone modification tree to be used for further analysis, two by two correlations between +1/-1 designations of the 18,729 genes using trees with the various numbers of nodes were calculated (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The correlation values between results of five node and four node trees, six and five node trees, and seven and six node trees were, respectively, 0.85, 0.95, and 0.98 (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). It was considered that the five node tree contained the bulk of information with respect to relation between histone modification patterns and gene transcription levels, and that addition of a sixth node would contribute minimally to this information. The seven and five node trees generated by CART based on data on the 6000 genes are presented in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.Table 1Correlations between active/inactive designations of genes based on CART trees^a^ with increasing number of nodesNo. nodes in tree 1No. nodes in tree 2Correlation^b^120.8230.81340.82450.85560.95670.98^a^Based on 3000 genes with highest transcription values and 3000 genes with lowest values. ^b^Pearson' s correlation Fig. 2Use of CART tree based on 6000 genes for assessment of active/inactive status of genes. **a** and **b** Respectively, the seven and five node trees generated by CART based on histone modification patterns of the 3000 genes with highest transcription values (designated active) and the 3000 with the lowest values (designated inactive). + and -, respectively, signify presence or absence of modification in preceding node. See Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4. **c** Plot showing pattern of Y~g~ values of 18,729 genes ordered from left to right by decreasing levels of transcription values

The +1/-1 designations of the 18,729 genes based on the five node tree were now used to establish a threshold transcription value for classification of the genes as either active or inactive. For this purpose, a value Y was calculated for each gene (Y(g)), where g is the position of the respective gene in the list of genes ordered on basis of transcription value and where,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The pattern of Y values for the 18,729 genes based on the five node tree is shown in Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. The position (g~max~) in the ordered list of genes of the gene associated with the highest Y value was identified using the following formula:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Y~max~ associated with the gene at g~max~ was 4977; log~2~ of the corresponding value (5.92) was designated the threshold for considering genes as active. The gene associated with the Y~max~ value and all genes at higher positions in the list of genes were considered active, and the genes at lower positions were considered inactive. An alternate calculation identified the same threshold level. Consider the frequency of +1 values among all 18,729 genes (= +1~all~), among all the genes above each of the genes in the list (= +1~g-above~), and among all the genes below each of the genes in the list (= +1~g-below~). For each gene position, a comparison is made between (+1~g-above~) and (+1~all~) and also between (+1~g-below~) and (+1~all~), and *P* values are calculated. The log~2~ of the transcription value of the gene wherein (P~+1g-above:+1all~ + P~+1g-below:+1all~) reached a minimum (*P* \<0.0001) corresponded to the threshold for active genes described above (i.e. 5.92). 8805 of the genes (47.01%) were classified as active and the remainder (9924 genes; 52.99%) were considered inactive. 6891 (78.26%) of the genes above the threshold level were in fact associated with index +1, and 7229 (72.84%) of the genes below the threshold level were in fact associated with index -1 (+1/-1 designations based on five node CART tree of Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Correlation between histone modifications at specific positions and gene transcription {#Sec10}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The root of the seven node and five node CART trees based on the 3000 genes with highest and 3000 genes with lowest transcription values was occupied by a modification at the TSS (Fig. [2a, b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The next four nodes were occupied by modifications at TSS proximal positions TSS-1, TSS-2 and TSS-3. Notably, the modification at all five nodes of the five node tree was H2BK5ac. This finding suggests that presence of H2BK5ac may generally activate gene transcription. The significance of H2BK5ac at TSS for increased gene transcription had already been suggested by the analysis on distribution of the frequencies of the various histone modifications at this positions in 18,729 genes grouped on the basis of level of activity (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition to the described modifications, the sixth and seventh nodes of the seven node tree suggest an activating influence for modifications H3K27ac at TSS and H3K36me3 at TTS+1 (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

It was considered that other histone modifications not evidenced in the described trees may also influence gene activity, and that their contributions are being masked by the dominant effects of the few modifications apparent in these trees. We attempted to achieve a more complete understanding of effects of other histone modifications on gene activity by analyzing modification patterns at specific gene regions. To this end, data showing the presence or absence of each of the 39 histone modifications at each of the 24 regions of all the 18,729 genes, along with the threshold (Y~max~) based activity status of the genes, were submitted to CART. CART generated 24 trees, one for each of the gene regions. Each tree was pruned to contain only the root node, and then successively larger number of nodes. Genes were assigned index values of +1 or -1, based on CART trees with variable numbers of nodes. The prediction accuracy frequency of each of the pruned trees for each of the gene regions was estimated based on per cent of genes whose index (+1 or -1) matched the activity status based on the Y~max~ threshold (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Based on this parameter, the analysis revealed that the most informative sites are TSS, TSS-1, and TSS-2. There was an ostensible drop in prediction accuracy frequency for gene regions upstream of TSS-2 and downstream of TSS. Gene activity predictions using three, four, five, and six node trees based on modifications at either TSS, TSS-1, or TSS-2 were the same as predictions made based on Y~max~ for nearly 74% of the genes. The information content of other gene regions decreased the farther they were positioned from the TSS (the more upstream). The prediction accuracy frequency at all regions increased with addition of new nodes, but the increase was not notable after approximately three nodes. Another word, the information content at each gene region is largely contained within the status of only few modifications. Three node trees for TSS and TSS-1 are shown in Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. H2BK5ac, H3K79me3, and H4K91ac constitute the three nodes in the TSS tree, and H2BK5ac, H3K79me2, and H2BK120ac constitute the nodes of the TSS-1 tree. H2BK5ac occupied the root of trees for all positions between TSS-5 and TSS+2. Once again, this observation indicates the importance of this modification. In fact, it appears that the absence of H2BK5ac at these positions promotes absence of gene activity. Prediction accuracy frequencies of modifications at TTS and various TTS proximal positions were similar and all were nominal as compared to TSS (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Gene activity predictions based on histone modification patterns at single gene regions for all 24 gene regions. **a** Histone modification patterns in CART trees generated using single gene region data were used to ascribe index values of +1 and -1 to each of the 18,729 genes, and the percent of genes with index values of +1 and -1 that were, respectively, among genes designated active and inactive based on Ymax threshold was calculated. The percent was considered the prediction accuracy frequency of the tree. The histone modifications at nodes of each gene region are shown with two (for acetylations) or three (for methylations) digits separated by dots. The first and second digits indicate histone number and the amino acid number. The third digit when present represents the number of methyl groups present. **b** and **c** Respectively, three node CART trees generated on basis of histone modification patterns of TSS and TSS-1 of 18,729 genes. + and -, respectively, signify presence or absence of modification in preceding node. See Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4. Prediction accuracy frequency of modification patterns at TSS+2 (not shown) were much lower than those at TSS+1

An analysis similar to that described for single gene regions was performed on all 24 gene regions of subgroups of the 18,729 genes. Here, the status of the 39 modifications for all the gene regions for half the 18,729 genes chosen at random (training genes), and the activity status of the same genes based on the Y~max~ threshold were submitted to CART. A very large tree was generated. The tree was pruned, and the prediction accuracy frequency of one to seven node trees was estimated exactly as described above for the single gene region analysis. The prediction accuracy frequency of the trees was assessed on the training genes as well as on the set of remaining genes (test genes), and maximum prediction powers of 75.70 and 75.68%, respectively, were achieved based on a seven node tree (Fig. [4a, b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The prediction accuracy frequency of the tree improved as more nodes were added, but only marginally after the fifth node. Its value for the test genes using the five node tree was 75.59%. The same results were obtained when a second group of genes was randomly selected to constitute the training genes. As before, H2BK5ac occurred frequently in the five node tree and comprised four of its five nodes (Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, empirical results on gene expression in CD4+ T-cells were consistent with our findings; the experimental analysis classified 49.45% of the genes as active and 50.55% as inactive \[[@CR43]\]. Furthermore, active/inactive classification by our bioinformatics approach (i.e. based on five node CART tree of Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and by the experimental approaches were the same for 89.94% of the genes (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2).Fig. 4Gene activity predictions on test genes based on CART trees generated with train gene data. **a** Histone modification patterns in CART trees with various numbers of nodes were generated using data on all 24 gene regions of approximately 10,000 training genes, and the trees were used to ascribe index values of +1 and -1 to each of the same (left columns; training) or different (right columns; test) set of genes. The percent of genes with index values of +1 and -1 that were, respectively, among genes designated active and inactive based on Y~max~ threshold was calculated. The percent was considered the prediction accuracy frequency of the tree. **b** and **c** Respectively, seven and five node CART trees generated by using data on all 24 gene regions of approximately 10,000 training genes. + and -, respectively, signify presence or absence of modification in preceding node. See Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4

Finally, having evidenced the significance of H2BK5ac, we submitted to CART only the status of this modification at all 24 gene regions of all the 18,729 genes and the threshold (Y~max~) based activity status of the genes. The five node tree generated had a prediction accuracy frequency of 75.33% on the same set of genes, which is very similar to the predictive accuracy frequency (75.59%) of the same sized tree generated using data on all 39 modifications (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Again, most of the power provided by the status of H2BK5ac was embedded in its status at TSS and TSS proximal positions. A two node tree revealing status of H2BK5ac at only the two positions TSS and TSS-2 had a notable prediction accuracy frequency of 72.30%. To get further assurance that H2BK5ac status at TSS proximal gene regions is more informative than the status of any other single histone modification, we generated separate five node CART trees for each of the remaining 38 modifications on the 24 gene regions. These trees correspond to the tree for H2BK5ac in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The prediction accuracy frequency of each tree was then calculated (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Results show that H2BK5ac is indeed the best predictor of gene activity status in in CD4+ T-cells. The next best predictor is H4K91ac.Fig. 5CART trees based on single modification H2BK5ac. Five node CART tree generated on basis of presence or absence of single modification H2BK5ac at all 24 gene regions of all 18,729 genes and activity status of the genes based on Y~max~ threshold is shown. + and -, respectively, signify presence or absence of modification in preceding node. See Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4 Table 2Gene activity prediction frequencies for CD4+ T cells based on five node CART trees for each of 39 histone modifications on the 24 nucleosome sized regionsHistone modificationH2BK5acH4K91acH3K9acH2BK120acH3K27acH3K4acH3K79me3H3K79me2H4K5acH3K36acPrediction accuracy0.7530.7230.7200.7180.7130.7130.7110.7070.7010.695Histone modificationH4K8acH3K18acH2BK20acH2AZH3K79me1H2AK9acH3K4me2H4K20me1H4K16acH4K12acPrediction accuracy0.6930.6870.6810.6740.6700.6660.6620.6610.6530.645Histone modificationH3K9me1H3K4me3H3K36me3H3K27me1H2BK5me1H3K27me3H3K4me1H2AK5acH3K9me3H3K23acPrediction accuracy0.6440.6420.6370.6330.6290.6270.6100.6030.6000.594Histone modificationH3K27me2H3K36me1H3K14acH3K9me2H4K20me3H4R3me2H3R2me1H3R2me2H2BK12acPrediction accuracy0.5720.5660.5430.5420.5370.5310.5310.5240.486

MDR (Multifactorial Dimensionality Reduction) analysis {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------------------

Because the CART algorithm precludes consideration of all potential combinations of histone modifications, it was possible that the most informative multi-attribute pattern of histone modification was not recognized while using the CART software. With this consideration, analysis was also performed with MDR. At first, histone modifications at each of the 24 gene regions of the 3000 genes with highest values and 3000 genes with lowest values (respectively, active and inactive genes) were analyzed separately by the MDR software. The software identified the single modification at each of the gene regions that had greatest difference in frequency between the active and inactive group of genes. In addition to single modifications, combinations of modifications with up to five modifications with greatest difference in frequency were also identified (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Results of the MDR analysis compared well with results of CART analysis. Both identified TSS (score = 0.792) and TSS-1(score = 0.790) as the most informative positions, and H2BK5ac as the most telling single modification at both these positions. In fact, like CART, MDR reported H2BK5ac as the most informative modification at all gene regions from TSS-4 to TSS. The correspondences between the MDR and CART analyses are reassuring, particularly because the MDR analyses were independent of a calculated threshold for designation of genes as active. When considering all 24 gene regions, on the average 77.78 and 72.22%, respectively, of the one and four most informative modifications predicted by CART and MDR were the same. Considering that 39 modifications are being considered at each position, this degree of overlap is notable and suggests that truly informative modifications are being predicted by both programs.Table 3Comparison of MDR and CART assessments of combinations of histone modifications for correlation with transcriptionRegionMDR: single^α^Tba^b^Root^c^Identity^d^MDR: 5 modifications^e^Tba^b^5 node tree^f^Identity^d^TSS-10H3K79me10.6642H3K79me1+2.20,4.91,3.27.3,3.79.10.7193.27.3,2.20,3.79.1,4.91100%TSS-9H3K79me10.6634H3K79me1+2.20,3.27.3,3.79.2,3.79.10.72332.20,3.27.3,4.91,3.79.175%TSS-8H3K79me10.6717H3K79me1+4.91,3.27.3,3.79.2,3.79.10.73273.27.3,2.20,3.79.1,4.9175%TSS-7H2BK20ac0.6686H3K79me1-2.20,3.27.3,3.79.2,3.79.10.73683.27.3,2.20,3.79.1,3.79.2100%TSS-6H2BK20ac0.6856H2BK120ac-2.20,2.5,3.27.3,3.79.10.74273.27.3,2.5,2.120,3.79.175%TSS-5H2BK120ac0.7078H2BK5ac-2.5,2.120,3.27.3,3.79.10.76383.27.3,3.79.1,2.120,2.5100%TSS-4H2BK5ac0.7252H2BK5ac+2.5,4.91,3.27.3,3.79.1,0.77612.5,3.27.3,2.20,4.850%TSS-3H2BK5ac0.7673H2BK5ac+2.5,2.120,3.79.1,3.79.20.79452.5,3.27.3,2.120,3.27.350%TSS-2H2BK5ac0.7893H2BK5ac+2.5,2.120,3.27,3.27.30.80932.5,2.120,3.27,2.975%TSS-1H2BK5ac0.7903H2BK5ac+2.5,3.27,4.91,3.79.20.81252.5,3.27.3,3.79.2,2.12050%TSSH2BK5ac0.7923H2BK5ac+2.5,4.91,3.79.2,3.79.30.81812.5,3.79.2,4.91,3.79.3100%TSS+1H4K91ac0.6963H2BK5ac-2.5,4.91,4.20.1,3.79.20.73222.5,3.27.3,3.36.3,4.20.150%TTSH4K20me10.6731H4K20me1+3.27.1,3.27.3,3.36.3,4.20.10.72383.27.3,4.20.1,3.36.3,3.27.375%TTS+1H4K20me10.6757H4K20me1+H2AZ,3.27.3,3.36.3,4.20.10.7239H2AZ,3.27.3,4.20.1,3.36.3100%TTS+2H4K20me10.6677H4K20me1+4.91,3.27.3,2.5.1,4.20.10.69863.27.3,4.20.1,3.36.3,3.27.350%TTS+3H4K20me10.6673H4K20me1+3.27.1,3.27.3,3.36.3,4.20.10.71332.5.1,3.27.3,4.20.1,3.27.350%TTS+4H4K20me10.6635H4K20me1+3.27.1,3.36.3,3.27.3,4.20.10.70843.27.3,4.20.1,3.79.1,3.27.350%TTS+5H4K20me10.6617H4K20me1+2.5.1,3.27.3,4.20.1,3.79.10.70883.27.3,4.20.1,3.79.1,3.27.375%^α^, MDR most informative single modification, ^b^: Testing bal. accuracy ^c^: Root of 5 node CART tree based on data presented in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, ^d^: Identity between MDR & CART, ^e^MDR: most informative combination of 5 modifications that are designated as described in legend to Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, ^f^: Modifications in 5 node CART tree based on data presented in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}

SVM (Support Vector Machine) analysis {#Sec12}
-------------------------------------

Data pertaining to the 39 histone modifications at each of the 24 nucleosomes of each of 3000 genes with the highest averaged expression value and the 3000 with the lowest averaged expression value constituted the training data used by SVM. It is to be emphasized that as with the MDR analysis, a threshold for designating genes as active or inactive was not designated for the SVM analysis. One, two, and three component analyses were performed. The best results of all three analyses included H2BK5ac at TSS proximal gene regions (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). Subsequently, results of the component analyses were used to predict gene activity status of all 18,792 genes and the predictions were compared with the threshold (Y~max~) based activity status of these genes. Correspondence between activity statuses is designated by an accuracy value by SVM. Accuracies of the best SVM component sets ranged from 0.72 to 0.75.Table 4Results of SVM analysesNo. components in analysisBest component(s)AccuracyOneH2BK5ac at TSS0.72TwoH2BK5ac at TSS-10.74H2BK5ac at TSS-2ThreeH2BK5ac at TSS-10.75H2BK5ac at TSS-2

CART analysis in three additional human cell lines {#Sec13}
--------------------------------------------------

H2BK5ac occupied at least one node in each of the five node CART tree generated for IMR-90, hESC-h1, and MSC cell lines based on available histone modification data for the respective cell line (25 or 29 modifications; Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1) (Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The CART tree patterns observed suggest that H2BK5ac is an important factor with respect to gene activity in these cell lines, albeit less important than in CD4+ T cells. Gene activity prediction accuracy frequencies of the trees ranged from 68.3 to 78.69% (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). To assess gene activity prediction capacity of H2BK5ac alone in IMR-90, hESC-h1, and MSC cells, two and five node CART trees based only on H2BK5ac data were derived (Fig. [6b, c](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Optimal trees mostly included TSS proximal gene regions. The prediction accuracy frequencies of two node CART trees ranged from 63.83--78.10% (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). These prediction accuracy frequencies, as compared to five node trees based on all histone modifications, were only 0.59 to 4.53% less.Fig. 6CART trees based on data from IMR-90, hESC-h1, and MSC cells. **a** Five node trees based on data from all histone modificatios. **b** Five node trees based only on H2BK5ac data. **c** Two node trees based only on H2BK5ac data. See Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4 Table 5Gene activity prediction capacity in IMR90, hESC-h1, and MSC cellsCell typeTwo node CART tree basedFive node CART tree basedFive node CART tree based onGene regions at nodesPrediction capacityGene regions at nodesPrediction capacityModifications & gene regions at nodesPrediction capacityIMR-90 cellsTSS+1, TSS-278.10%TSS+1, TSS-2, TTS+4, TTS, TSS-1078.10%H3K27ac/TSS, H2BK5ac/TSS-2\
H3K36me3/TTS, H3K36me3/TTS+1,\
H3K4me3/TSS+178.69%hESC-h1 cellsTSS, TSS-269.70%TSS, TSS-2, TSS-1, TTS+1, TSS-370.00%H3K27ac/TSS-1, H3K4me3/TSS,\
H2BK5ac/TSS+1, H3K27/TSS+1,\
H4K20me1/TSS74.42%MSC cellsTSS, TSS+163.83%TSS, TSS+1, TSS-163.85%H3K27me3/TSS+1, H3K36me3/TTS+1,\
H2BK5ac/TSS, H3K36me3/TTS,\
H2BK5ac/TSS68.38%

Discussion {#Sec14}
==========

The most important novel findings of this study are the potential significance of the histone modification H2BK5ac with relation to gene transcription, and the applicability of CART and MDR to analysis of histone modification data. Additionally, a non-arbitrary protocol for binary classification of genes as transcriptionally active or inactive was developed. In the analysis performed where gene activity was considered a binary parameter, it became evident that histone modification patterns that included only a few modifications at a few positions correctly predicted the activity status of approximately 75.59% of genes in CD4+T-cells. This prediction accuracy frequency is notable because a large number of genes are being considered. In fact, the probability of achieving this level of correct predictions simply by chance is \< 0.0001, suggesting that the modification patterns identified are truly meaningful with respect to transcription activity. Clearly, transcription is affected by many parameters in addition to histone modifications, and it might be impossible to reach a prediction accuracy frequency much higher than that achieved here based only on histone modifications. Furthermore, it is to be emphasized that the notable prediction accuracy frequency based on a few histone modifications at a few positions does not necessarily indicate that higher dimensional combinations of histone modifications do not influence gene expressions. The effects of some modifications may be masked in the analyses performed if these putative modifications frequently co-existed with the modifications identified. In the analysis performed, only the modifications with the highest correlation with gene activity would be identified. In this study, we relied strongly on the CART program. This data mining method can consider simultaneously many parameters embedded in a large volume of data and, as compared to linear regression based methods, this is one of its advantages \[[@CR22]\]. Nevertheless, CART is not an exhaustive protocol wherein all possibilities are considered. For this reason, to the extent possible, its results were compared with results obtained from the exhaustive MDR algorithm. MDR was able to perform analysis on all 39 histone modifications at any single gene region of 6000 genes. The high degree of correspondence between results of this analysis and the comparable analysis using CART, gives confidence that the more complex analyses performed only by CART provide reliable data. Similar to CART results, the MDR results highlighted the importance of H2BK5ac and of the TSS and TSS-1 positions. It was also reassuring that the machine learning based SVM analysis also signaled the significance of H2BK5ac at TSS and TSS proximal regions.

CART was initially used to establish a threshold for considering genes as either active or inactive. The validity of the threshold identified (corresponding to log~2~ of transcription value 5.9) is supported by three observations. One is the correspondence between MDR and CART results described above. Additionally, the threshold value is within the "transition region" identified by comparing frequencies of histone modifications of genes grouped on the basis of levels of transcription values (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This grouping and the MDR analysis were performed without consideration of a threshold for gene activity. Finally, there was correspondence between active/inactive gene classification based on empirical data and as predicted by CART (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2) \[[@CR43]\].

Notably, the ranking of frequencies of histone modifications in various groups of active genes (gene groups to the right of the transition point) are similar and the reverse rankings are observed for the inactive genes (gene groups to the left of the transition point) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For example, H2BK5ac is among the most frequent modifications in all groups of active genes and, H3K27me3 is the most frequent modification in all groups of inactive genes. It is at the transition point that the pattern of histone modifications reverses, such that the more frequent on one side become the less frequent on the other side.

The five node CART tree generated on the basis of data on all histone modifications at 24 gene regions in a training set of approximately 10,000 genes has an activity prediction accuracy frequency of 75.59% (Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The tree is of practical significance not only because of its relatively high prediction capacity, but also because it only entails establishment of status of a single modification (H2BK5ac) at four positions, and the status of a second modification (H3K79me2) at a single position. The status of a single modification (H2BK5ac) at four gene regions, which can be established by using a single antibody, has nearly the same prediction accuracy frequency (75.33%; Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These results are based on modification data on human CD4+ T-cells, but results derived from three additional human cell lines suggest that the effects and roles of H2BK5ac may be general. Although H2BK5ac was not the most informative histone modification in those cells, it consistently appeared at at least one of the nodes in the five node CART trees. Furthermore, its prediction accuracy capacity was very close to the capacity based on data on all histone modifications or capacity based on data on any single histone modification (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). Consistent with findings presented here, it was reported that acetylation at H2BK5 is important for regulation of gene expression profiles in epithelial cells \[[@CR46]\]. Among the various cell lines analyzed here, gene activity prediction accuracy based solely on H2BK5ac was highest for IMR-90 cells, then decrease progressively for CD4+ T-cells, hESC-h1 cells, and MSC cells (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}). The predictive capacity ranged from 70 to 78% for the first three cell lines which is impressive. The informative positions with the H2BK5ac modification in the different cell lines were mostly close to TSS. It may be that simply a concentration of H2BK5ac at TSS and few regions very close to TSS may be important for gene activity prediction.

As in the earliest studies on relation between histone modifications and gene transcription, we assessed that most modifications are associated with activation of genes, that all acetylations except H3K14ac have this effect, and that the associations between gene activity and methylations are more variable than the associations between gene activity and acetylations \[[@CR6], [@CR47]--[@CR49]\]. The two most comprehensive previous analyses both relied on the whole genome histone modification data used in the present study \[[@CR22], [@CR26]\]. The first analysis was done by the group who produced the data \[[@CR26]\]. A detailed comparison between effects of single modifications at the TSS assessed by us and by others at the 2 kb region surrounding the TSS revealed very similar results (compare Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3 to Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} in reference \[[@CR20]\]). In the earlier study, though not emphasized, H2BK5ac was in fact associated with increased gene activity more than any other single modification \[[@CR26]\].

The objectives of the second study that used the histone modification data in CD4+ T cells were more similar to ours, in that in addition to single modifications, correlations between combinations of modifications and transcription activity were sought \[[@CR22]\]. In that study, linear regression methods which allowed analysis of combinations of maximally three modifications were used. The authors identified H3K27ac as the most informative single modification, H3K27ac + H4K20me1 as the best modification pair, and H3K27ac + H3K4me1 + H4K20me1 as the best three modification combination. None of these modifications were included in the most informative five node CART tree we generated, although H4K20me1 was among the modifications the seven node CART tree (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The differences in results may be partly due to the fact that frequencies of modifications in a large 4001 bp region surrounding the TSS were analyzed in the earlier study, whereas our data are based on both nature of the modifications and specific gene regions. Our analysis included only two gene regions (TSS+1 and TSS+2, corresponding to 400 nucleotides) downstream of the TSS. The earlier approach could mask significant contributions of specific modifications at particular gene regions by an averaging effect. Notably, when the authors used combined data on the 142 most informative three modification combinations, H2BK5ac was identified as one of the four most important modifications \[[@CR22]\].

We surmise that results of the two earlier studies that used CD4+ T-cell data signal the significance of the H2BK5ac modification. One of the earlier studies emphasized that a small number of modifications can predict gene expression accurately \[[@CR22]\]. Our results suggest that a single modification, H2BK5ac, at only a few positions is highly informative.

Conclusion {#Sec15}
==========

The most important finding with relation to gene transcription was the potential significance of the histone modification H2BK5ac at transcription start proximal sites. We showed that analysis of this single modification at only a few gene regions in CD4+ T-cells and three other cell lines has high power for prediction of gene transcription activity. The fact that assessment of only a single histone modification at only a few transcription proximal positions has high predictive power with respect to transcription is of practical importance.

Additional file {#Sec16}
===============

Additional file 1: Figure S1.shows five localities that together are expected to encompass 24 gene regions. **Figure S2.** Flow chart of analyses performed with CART. **Figure S3.** Occurrence frequencies of individual histone modifications at TSS and TTS of genes with different transcription levels plotted separately. **Figure S4**. Interpretation of a CART tree. **Table S1.** Sources of gene expression and histone modifications data of MSC, hESC-h1, and IMR-90 cell lines. **Table S2.** Correspondence between Active/Inactive classification of genes in CD4+ T-cells based on empirical data and CART-based bioinformatics approach of present study (five node tree of Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). **Table S3.** Gene activity prediction frequencies for IMR90, hESC-h1, and MSC cells based on five node CART trees for each of the histone modifications on the 24 nucleosome sized regions. (DOC 1328 kb)

CART

:   Classification and regression tree

CD4

:   Cluster of differentiation 4

ChIP-Seq

:   Chromatin immunoprecipitation-sequencing protocol

MDR

:   Multifactorial dimensionality reduction

RMA

:   Robust multi-array average

TSS

:   Transcription start site

TTS

:   Transcription termination site
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